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With Oregon Uniform Jury Instructions you will always be prepared for trial with up-to date
and customizable jury instructions, save time by using instructions already drafted by the
experts, and represent your clients with confidence using the comments to the instructions.
Oregon Uniform Civil Jury Instructions
• 12 Revised Instructions
• 1 Withdrawn Instruction
The Uniform Civil Jury Instructions Committee focused on reviewing and updating landlord-tenant jury
instructions that were last reviewed and published in 2005. Included in this 2016 supplement are 12 revised
instructions that have been reviewed and updated to reflect the current statutory language and to include any
new case law affecting these instructions. The committee also withdrew one instruction addressing the right to
terminate a rental agreement as the contents are sufficiently addressed in other instructions.
Prepared by the Oregon State Bar Committee on Uniform Civil Jury Instructions.
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Oregon Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions
• 21 Revised Instructions
• 6 Withdrawn Instructions
• 1 Update to Users Guide
The Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions Committee updated many instructions, including the fourth-degree
assault instructions, the invasion-of-privacy instructions, and the marijuana instructions. The committee
separated the definitions of physical injury and serious physical injury into two distinct instructions and updated
the comments to each. Addressing this year’s Oregon Supreme Court decision in State v. Simonov, the
committee also added a section to the Users’ Guide about the application of culpable mental states to particular
elements of a crime.
Prepared by the Oregon State Bar Committee on Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions.

These titles are also available on BarBooks™ to all active Oregon attorneys.
Visit us at www.osbar.org/legalpubs/BarBooks.html for more information on this member benefit.
Shipping & Handling Policy: Orders within the U.S. will be shipped for $9. Express service and international
deliveries available for an additional charge.
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Preorder Form

Oregon Uniform Jury Instructions

Anticipated ship date for both titles: February 2017. You will be
billed after your order has shipped.

Oregon Uniform Civil Jury Instructions
Name

____ 2005 1 vol. with 2006–2016 supplements and forms
		 on CD [555.KT] $365.................................................. $______

Bar #

____ 2016 supplement with forms on CD [555.16S] $30 ...... $______

Oregon Uniform Criminal Jury Instructions

Firm Name

____ 2009 2 vols. with 2010–2016 supplements and forms
		 on CD [565.KT] $385.................................................. $______

Phone

____ 2016 supplement with forms on CD [565.16S] $46 ... $______

Shipping Address (No P.O. Box)
City
State

Zip Code

Four Ways to Preorder
1. Online: Complete and submit the preorder form online at
www.osbar.org.
2. Mail: Mail this completed preorder form to: Oregon State Bar
Service Desk, 16037 SW Upper Boones Ferry Road,
P.O. Box 231935, Tigard, OR 97281-1935.

*Preorder offer for both titles expires on January 23, 2017.
Subtotal: $______
		
Shipping & handling fee: $______
9.00
TOTAL ORDER: $______
B
		
*Preorder Pricing
In accordance with the Sustainability Policy of the Oregon State Bar,
OSB Legal Publications will print this publication based on preorders and
will maintain only a small inventory after the initial print date. After the
preorder expiration date, the prices will be $395 and $35 for the Civil
instructions, and $415 and $55 for the Criminal instructions.

3. Fax: Fax this preorder form to the Service Desk at
503-968-4456. To avoid duplicate orders, do not mail a copy.
4. Phone: Call the Service Desk at 503-431-6413, or toll-free in
Oregon, 1-800-452-8260, ext. 413
© 2016 Oregon State Bar

You will be billed after your order has shipped. Please DO NOT
send payment at this time.

